LINCOLN, although a city and county of itself, is the capital of the shire to which it gives its name. By the Romans it was called *Lindum* and it had the status of a *colonia*. From these component parts the present name is derived. Later it was the chief city of the Lindiswaras, an Anglian tribe whose territory was called Lindsey. These settlers were in turn supplanted by Danes, and Lincoln became a state of Danish Mercia under a jarl of its own, and one of the loose confederation of states known as the Five Burghs. We are unaware of any Roman coins that have been attributed to *Lindum*, but its position as a Roman *colonia* would lead us to suppose that some may have been struck there, and we offer the suggestion that these may be found amongst those now attributed to *Lugdunum*, the modern French city of Lyon. Under Ælfred the Great coins were struck bearing the name of Lincoln, whilst others of the same place and of about the same time appear to be copied from Ælfred’s coins but issued under other authority. It is probable that coinage took place at Lincoln under Eadweard the Elder, but the name of this mint does not occur upon any one of the few coins of that king which bear a mint name. Some coins of Æthelstan are attributed
to it, but the readings of these are not entirely satisfactory. With regard to the coins of Eadmund, Eadred and Eadwig there is the same difficulty as in the case of Eadweard’s, namely, that only very few of them disclose the name of their place of mintage, and Lincoln is not so favoured. During the reigns of Eadgar to Harold II., both inclusive, coins were struck at and bear the name of Lincoln, and these are in abundant evidence in our cabinets of to-day.

From Domesday we learn that 166 houses were destroyed to make room for the castle. This was erected by William I., at some time after May 11th, in the year 1067, as the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle after recording the hallowing of his Queen, Matilda, at Westminster on that day, Whitsunday, proceeds to narrate that it was then announced to the king that the people in the north had gathered themselves together, and would stand against him if he came. William then went to Nottingham, and there wrought a castle; and so went to York, and there wrought two castles, and in Lincoln, “and everywhere in that part.” Domesday also records that in the time of King Edward the city of Lincoln used to render twenty pounds to the king and ten pounds to the earl. Then it rendered one hundred pounds, by tale, between the king and the earl. The mint then rendered seventy-five pounds. This large payment was apparently made entirely to the king as the contrary is not specified, so that we may infer that the mint at Lincoln was a royal mint of great importance and that it was farmed to the burgesses. It will be seen from the appended list that coins of all of the types of William I. and II. emanating from this mint are preserved to us, with the exception of Type VII of the first-named king.

General Note as to the Order of the Types of the Coinage of William II.

There has been acquired by the British Museum a coin of the Thetford mint of the type Hawkins 247 which appears to have been overstruck on a coin of the type of Hawkins 250. This being so it is evident that Hawkins 250 should precede Hawkins 247, and that our type 4 should be corrected to type 3, and that type 3 should be altered to type 4.

In order to interfere as little as may be with the scheme of this work as already printed it is proposed in this, and in the future portions of the remainder, to adhere to the original arrangement, but to add within brackets in italics the corrected references to the order of the types:—Thus,
THE LINCOLN MINT.

WILLIAM I. FIGURES 1 to 13.

WILLIAM II. FIGURES 14 to 20.

PLATE XXII.
The  o  Mint.

Type 3 (g) = Hawkins 247.
Type 4 (j) = Hawkins 250.

Our thanks are accorded to Mr. George C. Brooke for having brought to our notice the important item of new evidence disclosed to us by the overstruck coin referred to. This rearrangement is supported by a Canterbury coin, since inspected in the collection of Mr. L. E. Bruun, having for obverse Hawkins 247, and for reverse Hawkins 248.

WILLIAM I.

Type I:—

* CARVIN ON LINEO, York Museum, and Royal Collection, Copenhagen.
* GIVEL ON LINOLE, Plate XXII, Fig. 1.

Mule:—Obverse, Type I, reverse, Type II.

† * IELMER ON LINE, from L. A. Lawrence sale, Lot 36. Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate I, Fig. 11, and Plate XXII, Fig. 2.
* AGEMVND ON LIN, H. M. Reynolds. Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate I, Fig. 10.

Type II:—

* IELMER ON LINE, B. Roth, from Montagu, Part V, Lot 63.
* IELNER ON LIN
* " " " LINEO, York Find, 1845 (3); York Museum, Plate XXII, Fig. 3.
* AHEMVND ON LI, York Find, 1845; H. W. Monckton.
* GELEVINE ON LIN, Christmas, Lot 217.
* GIFEL ON LINO, York Find, 1845 (2).
" " " LINCOL, sale 17, 3, 1855, Lot 421; Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morrieson; H. A. Parsons and York Museum.
* IDLPINE ON LINCE, York Museum.
* ODGRIM ON LINE, York Museum.
* * OVGRIM ON LINE, York Find, 1845 (3); York Museum.
† * SAIFPARD ON LIN. Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate I, Fig. 14, and Plate XXII, Fig. 4.
* * SEFPARDO ON LIII, another, F. A. Walters.
* * SEFPARD ON LIN, York Find, 1845; York Museum.
* SELFARO ON LIN, York Museum.
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Type III:

* SIFFARD ON LINE

* PVLSI ON LINEO, York Find, 1845 (2); York Museum.

* PVLSI ON LINGO, another, York Museum.

Type IV:

* SIHFEORD ON LIN

* SIHPORD ON LINE, var.: 2 in centre of cross on the reverse. Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate II, Fig. 30, and Plate XXII, Fig. 6.

* VLF ON LINEOLN, Plate XXII, Fig. 7.

* VNSPAĒ ON LINEO

* PIHTRIE ON LINE, Spicer MS.

* PVLSTAN ON LINE

Type V:

† SIGNEPIĐ ON LIN, Plate XXII, Fig. 9.

* SIGVERIĐ ON LINEI

* SIPORD N LINEOLI

* BORSTAN ON LN

* ĐVRSTAN ON LINE, pierced, A. H. Baldwin.

* VNSPAĒ ON LINE, Beaworth Find.

* PIHTRIE ON LINE, Sainthill.

Type VI:

* VNSPAĒ ON LINE, Beaworth Find, Plate XXII, Fig. 11.

Type VII:

No example hitherto noted.¹

¹ The coin of this type in the British Museum, formerly attributed by the officials there to Lincoln, is of Winchester, and from the same dies as another coin correctly attributed to the latter mint.
Type VIII:—

* SIFREDB ON LINE, Beaworth, 20.
† * SIFREDB ON LINES, Beaworth, 21, Plate XXII, Fig. 12.
† * SIFREBD ON LINEO, Beaworth, 11, Plate XXII, Fig. 13.
* VLF ON LINESIL, Beaworth, 4.
* " " LINESILI, Beaworth, 1.
* " " LINESILNO, Beaworth, 67.
† * " " LINESILNOE, Plate XXII, Fig. 16.
* " " LINESILNOE, Beaworth, 47, Tamworth, 1.
* " " LINESILNOE

WILLIAM II.

Type 1:—

† * ØVRESTEN ON LINE, from sale at Sotheby’s, 30.4.1904, Plate XXII, Fig. 14.
* VLF ON LINESILNOE, from the late Sir John Evans’s collection.
* VLF ON LINESILNOE, Tamworth Find.
* VLF ON LINESILNOE
* PULSEPINE ON LIN, Royal collection, Stockholm.

Mule:—Obverse, Type 1, reverse, Type 2:—

* DEARSTAN ON [ ], Spicer MS.

Type 2:—

* LEFPINE ON LIN, anonymous sale, January, 1860, Lot 111 (?) London.
* ØVRST[AN] ON LIN, Tamworth Find.
† * ØVRSTAN LINESILNO, Tamworth Find (2), Plate XXII, Fig. 15.
† * VLF ON LINESILNO, Plate XXII, Fig. 16.

Type 3 (4):—

† * ARM[IL] ON LINESILNO, Plate XXII, Fig. 17.
† * ELNOT ON LINESILNO, Plate XXII, Fig. 18.
* PINDEI ON LINESILNOE
* PINEDI ON LINESILNO

Type 4 (3):—

* IICII ON LINESILNO, Plate XXII, Fig. 19.
† * FOLLIERD ON LIN, and Trinity College, Cambridge, Plate XXII, Fig. 20.
* OSB[ERN O]N LIN, Royal collection, Stockholm.

VOL. VIII.
Stamford is an ancient royal borough situate chiefly in Lincolnshire, but partly in Northamptonshire. The river Welland is the division between these shires, and the *stan-ford,* = stone-ford, across this, on the line of the Great North Road, gave the town its name. There are many other places in England also called Stamford or Stanford for the like reason, and the majority of these have preserved the uncorrupted form of the name. *Henry of Huntingdon* records that a battle took place at Stamford, forty miles from Lincoln, in the middle of the fifth century, between the Britons and their then allies, the Saxons, against the Scots and Picts. In this fight the latter were defeated, but the Britons soon found to their cost that the importation of mercenary troops was an unwise experiment, a remedy worse than the disease.

Of the grants to the monastery of Medehamstede by Wulfhere, King of the Mercians, A.D. 664, by Eadgar and other potentates we will defer writing until we reach our account of Peterborough. It now suffices to note that Stamford has mention in these. This town also was one of the Five Burghs, or Boroughs, to which reference has already been made in our accounts of Derby, Leicester and Lincoln.

It is not unlikely that coins were struck at Stamford under Ælfred and Eadweard, but we feel confident that under Æthelstan this borough would, in common with other boroughs, have the privilege of a mint. To it we assign certain coins of his reign bearing the inscription *WIHTEMVND MOST,* which have hitherto been ascribed to Stafford. The pennies of Eadmund, Eadred and Eadwig present the usual difficulty occasioned by the nearly general practice of omitting the names of their minting-places. Of Eadgar and all his successors to Harold II., inclusive, we have coins bearing the name of this borough preserved to us in plenty to this day.

In *Domesday* the account of *Stanford Burgi Regis* is placed between those of the city of Lincoln and the borough of Torksey, at the head of the survey of Lincolnshire. From it we learn, amongst
THE STAMFORD MINT.
WILLIAM I. FIGURES 1 to 11.
WILLIAM II. FIGURES 12 to 16.

PLATE XXV.
other particulars, that there were here in the time of King Edward and at the date of the survey six wards, five in Lincolnshire and the sixth in Northamptonshire, which is beyond the bridge, and yet it used to render all customs with the others except rent and toll, which the Abbot of Burgh (Peterborough) had. It is interesting to note that the stone-ford had at the date of Domesday been replaced by a bridge. We then have mention of five houses that had been laid waste since the time of the Confessor for the work of the castle within the five wards, or Lincolnshire portion, of the borough. We may perhaps safely infer that this castle was erected during the Conqueror’s expedition to the North in A.D. 1067, to which reference has been made in our account of Lincoln. In the time of King Edward Stamford used to render a firma of £15, but at the date of Domesday this had been raised to £50. In addition there was a payment at the latter date of £28 on account of “all the King’s custom.” Various payments appear to have been comprised in the term “custom” or “customs.” At Worcester (D.B., vol. i, folio 172 a. 1) the payment that King Edward had from the moneyers is termed a “custom” that he had in that city. It would seem, therefore, that at the time of Domesday the mint at Stamford, although originally a royal mint, had passed into the hands of the burgesses, and that the King’s rights therein were paid for either in the increased rent of £50 or in the commuted payment of £28 referred to above.

The coinage at Stamford would appear to have been of a continuous character.

Type VII of William I. and type 4 (3) of William II. are the only absentee amongst the thirteen types of the two kings, and these seeming gaps will doubtless be one day repaired.

William I.

Type I:—

* BUNPINE ON STAII, FitzWilliam Museum, Cambridge.
  Cf. Brunwine, Type III, Plate XXIII, Fig. 1.

* LIOFPINE ON STAII
* LIOFINE ON STAN, Durrant, 1847, Lot 106.
Mule I—II:—

* **LIOFPINE ON STA,** York Museum.
  " " " "  W. C. Wells, from the Marsham, Lot 222, Montagu, Lot 196, and Murdoch, Lot 177, sales. Found at Oundle in Northamptonshire about 1860, Plate XXIII, Fig. 2.

* " " " "  Murdoch, Lot 178.

Type II:—

* **DIRIE ON STANF,** York Museum, in two pieces.
* **LIOFRIE ON STANF,** York Museum, Plate XXIII, Fig. 3.

Type III:—

* * **BRVNPINE ON STA,** St. Mary Hill Church Find, Plate XXIII, Fig. 4.
* * **ELFNPNE ON STAN,** Plate XXIII, Fig. 5.
* **LIOFRIE ON STANFO**
* **LIOFPINE ON STANI**
* **LIOFPORD ON STANFOR,** Christmas, Lot 215.
* * **PVLFPINE ON STANI,** the late F. G. Hilton Price, chipped.

Type IV:—

* **LEOFPINE ON STA,** Plate XXIII, Fig. 6.

Type V:—

† * **LIFPNIE ON STAN,** Plate XXIII, Fig. 7.

Type VI:—

* **PVLFPORD ON STAN,** W. C. Wells, Plate XXIII, Fig. 8.
  " " " "  STA, Allen sale, Lot 336.

Type VII:—

No example hitherto noted.

Type VIII:—

† * **BRVNSTAN ON STI,** Beaworth, 17.
† * " " " "  STN, Beaworth, 11,†Plate XXIII, Fig. 9.
* **GODELEF ON STA**
  " " " "  STAN, Beaworth, 5, Plate XXIII, Fig. 10.
  " " " "  STANF
† * **PVLFPORD ON STA,** Beaworth, 18, Plate XXIII, Fig. 11.
William II.

Type 1:—

* * BROWNSTAN ON STN, Plate XXIII, Fig. 12.
* EDGWÆRD ON STA, Tamworth Find, probably a mis-
 reading.
* PLFPORD ON STNF, Royal collection, Stockholm.

Type 2:—

* PVLFPOR ON STAI, W. C. Wells, Plate XXIII, Fig. 13.
* PVLFPORD ON STNF, W. C. Wells, from L. A. Lawrence
 sale, Lot 77, Plate XXIII, Fig. 14.

Type 3 (†) :—

* HIR[MOR] ON STAI, Mr. S. Sharp's list.

Type 4 (‡) :—

No example hitherto noted.

Type 5:—

* * ARNTL ON STNF, Plate XXIII, Fig. 15.
* GODRIE ON STNFI, Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morrieson,
 from Moon, 7.5.1901, Lot 42,
 Plate XXIII, Fig. 16.

Middlesex:—D.B. Midelsexe.

London:—D.B. Lundonia.

London, the capital of the British Empire, has so ancient a
history that the origin of its name is lost in the mists of antiquity. It
was first known to the Romans as Londinium, and this is supposed
to be a Latinization of a British appellation that had original reference
to the dwelling of a person whose name was incorporated into that
of the place. In later Roman times, when Londinium became a
colonia, it received the name of Augusta, that is Colonia Augusta.

London has been a civitas, or city, time out of mind. It was a
city and county of itself for a lengthy period, but at the time of the
Domesday Survey, and until a few years ago, it was geographically
and in common parlance regarded as being within the county of
Middlesex.
We know of no ancient British coins that can be attributed to this city, but a mint certainly existed here in Roman times under Carausius and Allectus and their successors.

With those of the first-named emperor are associated coins bearing the names of Diocletian and Maximian. Upon these appear the exergual letters *M.L.*, for *Moneta Londinensis*. *P.L*, *P.LN*, *P.LO* and *P.LON.* occur in like manner upon coins of many rulers from Aurelian to Constantius II. The fullest of these readings can only signify *Pecunia Londinensis*. It has been suggested, with good show of reason and argument in support, by Mr. F. A. Walters, that the coins of the BRITANNIA type of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius were struck in this country, and not improbably in London.\(^1\) The tentative character of his suggestion was, we are aware, chiefly in deference to the desire of the editors of the *Numismatic Chronicle* not to depart from the already received opinion that these pieces emanated from the mint at Rome and were all imported to this country. Certain Anglo-Saxon gold coins, *trientes*, found on Bagshot Heath, Crondal, Hants, now in the collection of Lord Grantley, bear the inscription *LONDVNI* or *LONDVNIV*, whilst some sceattas, of rather base silver, exhibit the name *LVNDONIA*. Ecgberht, as King of Mercia, A.D. 827-828, struck coins with the inscription *LVNDONIA EIVIT* and the same name, in monogram, occurs upon the coins of Ælfred the Great. From his reign until the present time our series of London coins may be safely regarded as complete, and it may be inferred that London was the principal mint of Offa and his Mercian successors.

Under Æthelstan eight moneyers were assigned to London, while six, the next highest number, were allotted to Winchester. The references to London in *Domesday* are only of an incidental character. It is not improbable that a separate London survey was compiled, but unfortunately it has not been preserved to us. We may, however, assume that the mint of London was always, as it now remains, a Royal Mint in the fullest sense of the word. From what we have said above it

---

\(^1\) See *Numismatic Chronicle*, 1907, pp. 353-65.
follows that all the types of William I. and II. of this mint are in abundant evidence in our public and private numismatic collections.

William I.

Type I:—

* * AELFSI ON LVNDE
* " " " LVNDI, variety without sceptre.
* " " " LVNDN
* " " " LVNI
† " * EADPINE ON LVNDE, Plate XXIV, Fig. 1.
* " " " LVI, from Montagu, Part 5, Lot 60; and York Museum.
* " * EALDGAR ON LVI, E. J. Seltman.
* " AELDGAR ON LVI
" " " LVNDEN, Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morrieson.
* " ELFPINE ON LVNDE, the late Sir John Evans.
* " ELFNI ON LVNDE, L. A. Lawrence sale, Lot 27.
* " * GODRIE ON LVNDENE
* " " ONI LVNED
" " " ONI LVNI, Royal collection, Stockholm.
* " GODPINE ON LVNDI, Spicer MS.
* " * SPETMAN ON LVN
† " " " LVND, Plate XXIV, Fig. 2.
† " * PVLFPINE ON LV, Plate XXIV, Fig. 3.
* " " " LVNDI
† " " " LVI, variety bust to right, from the Bergne, Lot 289, Brice, Montagu, Lot 188, and Murdoch, Lot 174, collections.

Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate I, Fig. 7, and Plate XXIV, Fig. 4.

Type II:—

* IEGELRIC ON LVND[D], York Museum.
* * IEGELPINE ON LI
* AELFSI ON LVNDEN, York Find, 1845; York Museum;
Rev. C. K. Henderson.
* " " " LVNDNEI
* AELFSIC ON LVNDEN
* " IELFSI ON LVNDEN, and York Museum.
* " " " LVTDEI
* " IELFSIE ON LVNDNE, York Museum.
† " * ILELEFSIE ON LVNDN, Plate XXIV, Fig. 5.
" " " LVNDEN, York Find, 1845.
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* AELFSI ON LVND
* IEOLFSI ON LVNDEN, York Find, 1845; York Museum.
* AELPINE ON LVNDEN
* AELPINE ON LVNDEN, York Find, 1845; York Museum.
* AELPINE ON LVNDE, York Museum.
* IELPNNE ON LVNDE[II], York Museum.
* * ELFPINE ON LVND, and York Museum, Plate XXIV, Fig. 6.

* EADPAN ON LVNDE
* EADPINE ON LVNI, York Museum.
* " " " LVNI, York Find, 1845 (2).
* EDPINE ON LVDEI, Montagu, Lot 191.
* " " " York Museum; and Spink and Son.
* EALDGR ON LVND, York Museum.
* * EALDGR ON LVN, York Find, 1845.
* EALGRAR ON LVNI, B. Roth, from Montagu, Part V, Lot 63.
* * ELDGR ON LVND, York Find, 1845.
* * ALDGAR ON LVNI, York Find, 1845 (5).
* " " " LVND, Simpson sale.
† * " " " LVNI, and York Museum, †Plate XXIV, Fig. 7.
* GODRIE ON LVND, W. C. Wells.
* " " " LVNDE, York Find, 1845 (3); York Museum.
* " " " LVNDEA
* " " " LVNDEI
* " " " LVNDI, York Find, 1845 (2).
* " " " LVNDNE, York Find, 1845.
† * " " " ONLVND
* GODPINE ON LVND, Durrant, Lot 160.
* " " " LVNDI, York Find, 1845 (2).
* " " " LVNDE, York Museum.
* " " " LVDEI, York Museum.
* " " " LVNI, York Find, 1845; York Museum.
* " " " LVNI
* GOPINE ON LVNDN
* IDEFIS ON LVNDENE
† * " " " LVNDEI, York Find, 1845 (4); York Museum, †Plate XXIV, Fig. 8, altered legends.
† * PVLFPINE ON LOVN, a third specimen, O'Hagan, Lot 405, †Plate XXIV, Fig. 9.
† " " " LVN
† " " " LVNDE, the late J. Verity.
† " " " LVNDEN, Plate XXIV, Fig. 10.

Type III:

† * ÆGELRIE ON LVND, others, St. Mary Hill Church Find; W. C. Wells, †Plate XXIV, Fig. 11.
* IEGLRIE [ON L]VNDNE, broken; W. S. Lincoln and Son.
† * ÆLFSI ON LVNDENEN, altered legend, Plate XXIV, Fig. 12.
* " " " LVNDDNI, and F. A. Walters.
* ÆLFSIO ON LVND, St. Mary Hill Church Find.
* IEILFSI ON LVNDNEI
* IEELFSI ON LVNDELNI
* * BRIHTRIE ON LVNI, chipped.
* BRIHT[ - - - ON LV]NDEI, broken; W. S. Lincoln and Son.

* * EADRIE ON LVNDD
* * EADPINE ON LVNDD
* EALDGEAR ON LVNDEI, C. R. Taylor, 1874, Lot 205; Christmas, Lot 214.

* * EALDOAR ON LVND
* GODRIE ON LVNDE, Murdoch, Lot 180.
 " " " LVNDD, L. A. Lawrence.
 " " " LVNDEI, Martin, Lot 59.
 * " " " LVNDDI, also L. E. Bruun and Bernard Roth.
† " " " LVNDENEL, and H. M. Reynolds.
* * GODPINE ON LVNDI, Montagu, Part V, Lot 67; St. Mary Hill Church Find.

* * GODPIE ON LVNDEI
* LEORIE ON LVND, St. Mary Hill Church Find.
* LIFIE ON LVNDEI
* SIBODE ON LVNDE
† " " " LVNDEN
† Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate II, Fig. 77, and Plate XXIV, Fig. 13.
* VHTRED ON LVNDEI, Montagu, Lot 199.
* " " " LVNDI, St. Mary Hill Church Find (?).
* PVLFPINE ON LVN, W. S. Lincoln and Son.
 " " " LVND, W. S. Lincoln and Son.
 " " " LVNDI
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Type IV:—

* IESEIPINE ON LVNDI, Miss Helen Farquhar.

* IELEPINE ON LVNDEI
* IELEPINE ON LVNDE, City of London Find, 1872.
   " " " LVNDE, City of London Find, 1872 (2), in Guildhall Museum.
   " " " LVNDI, the late F. G. Hilton Price.
* BLAESVNIV ON LVN (ligulated), City of London Find, 1872, Guildhall Museum.
   " " " LVND, Christmas, Lot 218.
† * BLMESVNIV ON LVND, variety dotted inner circles, from Montagu, Part V, Lot 72.

Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate II, Fig. 31, and Plate XXIV, Fig. 14.

* IOLSPEGEN ON LV, Durrant, Lot 146.

* , " " " LV
* , " " " LVNDE
* EADPINE ON LVNDE
   " " " LVND
* EALDGRAR ON LVN
* ALDGRAR ON LVND, City of London Find, 1872, Guildhall Museum ; Allen, Lot 356.
* ALGRAR ON LVND, C. R. Taylor, 1874, Lot 206.
* GODINIE ON LVNDE
   " " " LVNDEI, Cuff, Lot 667.
* , " " " LVNDEIEN
† * GODPINE ON LVND, City of London Find, 1872.
   " " " LVNDI, Montagu, Lot 205.
   " " " LVNI, Lieut.-Colonel. H. W. Morrieson.
* PVLFRIE ON LVNDI
* PVLFIE ON LVDN
   " " " LVN
* PVLFPORD ON LV, sale at Christie's, 5.3.1845, Lot 77.
Cut-farthing, † /VNDE/, found on Dunwich beach, from E. R. H. Hancox.

Type V:—

* BRIHTMAER ON LVN, B. Roth, from Montagu, Part 5, Lot 74.

* * BRITMIEER ON LVND
   " " " LVND
The London Mint.

* BRITMIE ON LVND
* BRITMIE ON LV, and L. E. Bruun.

" " " LI, Murdoch, Lot 189.
" " " LVN, Pershouse, 1862, Lot 115.
* BRHTRIE ON LVI, Beaworth Find.
* BRVNLIE ON LVN
* EDPIA ON LVNDN, Montagu, Lot 215.
* EADPI ON LVND

" " " LVNDEN, L. E. Bruun.
* EDPI ON LVNDE, Beaworth Find.
* IEDPINE ON LVND, Christmas, Lot 221.

" " " LVNDE, Sale 26.3.1866, Lot 112.
* GODRIE ON LVND

" " " LVNDEN, Cuff, Lot 670.
" " " LVNDE.

* GODPINE ON LVI, Beaworth Find; L. E. Bruun and H. Alexander Parsons.
† " " " " variety, dotted inner circle on obverse.

Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate II, Fig. 40, and Plate XXIV, Fig. 15.

* GODPINE ON LVN, Beaworth Find.
† " " " LVND, variety, dotted inner circle on reverse.

Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate II, Fig. 41, and Plate XXIV, Fig. 16.

* GODPINE ON LVND, Beaworth Find.
* GODPII ON LVND, and Royal collection, Copenhagen.
* GODPI ON LVND

" " " LVNDE, Dymock, Lot 178.
* " " " LVNDEI, Beaworth Find.
* " " " LVNDI, Beaworth Find.
* Gopi ON LVNDE

* PVLFPORD ON [LVN]DE

Type VI :

* EDPI ON LVNDEI, Beaworth Find.
" " " " LVNDE, Beaworth Find.
" " " " LVNDNI, Beaworth Find.
" " " " LVNDN, and Murdoch, Lot 200.
* GODRIE ON LVNDNE, H. Alexander Parsons.
* GODPINE ON LVN, Beaworth Find.
* " " " LVND, Beaworth Find.
" " " LVNDE, the late J. Verity.
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† * GODPINE ON LVNDI, from L. A. Lawrence sale, Lot 74; variety, the king's crown is of the form found on Type III.
Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate III, Fig. 49, and Plate XXIV, Fig. 17.
† * GODPINE ON LVNI, from Murdoch sale, Lot 199, overstruck on a coin of Type V.
Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate II, Fig. 43, and Plate XXIV, Fig. 18.
* * GODPINE ON LVNE, Beaworth Find.
* MANIL ON LVNDEI, from Bentham sale, Lot 30.

Type VII:

* * IELFPINE ON LVI, and F. A. Walters.
† " " " LVN
Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate III, Fig. 50, and Plate XXIV, Fig. 19.
* IELFPINE ON LVNI, Royal collection, Stockholm.
† IELFPINE ON LVNDEI, Plate XXIV, Fig. 20.
* BERITREI ON LVNED
* BRIHPINE ON LVI, Beaworth Find.
* EDPI ON LVNDEI, L. E. Bruun.
" " " LVNDEE, L. E. Bruun.
" " " LVNDEE, the late Sir John Evans; Allen, Lot 318.
" " " LVNDEE
* " " " LVNDEE, pierced, Royal collection, Stockholm.
* IEDPI ON LVNDEI, Murdoch, Lot 193.
* * PVLFPINE ON LV
" " " LVI, Royal collection, Stockholm.
† " " " LVN, Plate XXIV, Fig. 21.

Type VIII:

* IELFRED ON LV, Beaworth, 28.
* " " " LVI, Beaworth, 32, Tamworth Find.
" " " LVN
* " " " LVNDI, Beaworth, 7.
* IELFRED ON LVNI, Beaworth, 13.
* " " " LVND, Beaworth, 11.
* " " " LVND, Beaworth, 1.
* ALFRED ON LVN, Beaworth, 26.
* IELPINE ON LVNDEI, Spicer MS.
† * IEPI ON LVNDEI, Beaworth, 67; Tamworth, 1.
* * IEPI ON LVNDN, Beaworth, 26.
*  "  "  "  LVNDNE, Beaworth, 36.
†  "  "  "  LVNDNI, Beaworth, 8.
Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate III, Fig. 55, and Plate XXIV, Fig. 22.
* * BRIHTPINE ON LV, Beaworth, 41.
*  "  "  "  LVI, Beaworth, 49; Plate XXIV,
†  "  "  "  "  Hawkins, 242; Fig. 23.
*  "  "  "  LVN, Beaworth, 14.
* * BRIHTPINE ON LV
*  "  "  "  LVI
*  "  "  "  LVI, variety, no inner circle on obverse.
Presents by Mr. Cuff.
Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate III, Fig. 65.
* * BRIHTPIE ON LV
*  "  "  "  LVN, Beaworth, 7.
* * BRVINIE ON LVND, Beaworth, 1.
* * BRVINIE ON LVND, Tamworth, 1.
* * EDRIE ON LVND, Beaworth, 8.
*  "  "  "  LVNDI, Hawkins, 241 and 242; Beaworth, 40.
*  "  "  "  LVNDN, Hawkins, 241 and 242; Beaworth, 31.
*  "  "  "  LVNE, Beaworth, 54.
* * EDPI ON LVNDE, Beaworth, 62.
*  "  "  "  LVNDEI, Beaworth, 17.
*  "  "  "  LVNDEN, Beaworth, 8.
*  "  "  "  LVNDI, Beaworth, 5.
*  "  "  "  LVNDN, Hawkins, 241 and 242; Beaworth, 10.
*  "  "  "  LVNDNE, Beaworth, 18.
*  "  "  "  LVNDNEI, Beaworth, 14.
*  "  "  "  LVNDNI, Beaworth, 7.
*  "  "  "  VNDNI, Beaworth, 4.
* * GODRIC ON LVND, variety, annulet on the King's left shoulder; and W. C. Wells.
*  "  "  "  LVNDN, similar variety.
* * GODPINE ON LVN, Beaworth, 37.
*  "  "  "  LVND, Beaworth, 53.
*  "  "  "  LVND
*  "  "  "  LVNDNEI
*  "  "  "  LVNI, Hawkins, 242; Beaworth, 10.
*  "  "  "  OMDNEI, Hawkins, 241 and 242; Beaworth, 18.
WILLIAM II.

Type 1:—

* *IELFRIED ON LVN, Tamworth Find, L. E. Bruun.
† " " " LVND, Tamworth Find, 9.
* " " " LVND, Royal collection, Stockholm.
* " " " LVND, overstruck on coin of Type VIII of William I.

Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate IV, Fig. 66, and Plate XXV, Fig. 1.

* ALFRED ON LVND, Spicer MS.
* IELFRIE ON LVN, Shillington Find.
* IELFPHÉH ON LVND, LVND is probably a misreading for SAND = Sandwich.

* IE[PI] ON LVND
* IELFPIE ON LVNI, Cuff, Lot 721.
* * BRIHTPIE ON LVND, Tamworth Find, and Royal collection, Stockholm.
† * BRIHTPINE ON LVI, Plate XXV, Fig. 2.
* * BRVNIIE ON LVNDN, another, Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morrieson.

* LVNDNE
* BRVNINE ON LVIE, H. Alexander Parsons.
* EDRIE ON LVND, W. S. Lincoln and Son.
* " " " LVNDN, Tamworth Find, 2.
* " " " LVNDN, Trinity College, Cambridge.
* " " " LVNDNE, Tamworth Find; the late Sir John Evans.
* " " " LVNDNE, Tamworth Find.
* " " " LVNDNEI, Tamworth Find, 2.
* " " " LVNDNEI, Tamworth Find.
* " " " LVNDNIE, Tamworth Find.
* EDPRI ON LVN
† " " " LVNDNEI, variety, dotted inner circle on reverse, Plate XXV, Fig. 3.
* " " " ON LVNDNEI, Tamworth Find.
* " " " LVNDNE, Tamworth Find.
* " " " LVNDNEN
* " " " LVNDNI, Tamworth Find; W. S. Lincoln and Son.

Type 2:—

* IELGRIE ON LVND, Allen Lot 320.
THE LONDON MINT.
WILLIAM II.

PLATE XXIV.
† * JELFPINE ON LV, Plate XXV, Fig. 4.
  " " " LVN, Trinity College, Cambridge.
  " " " Tamworth Find.
* BVRNI ON LVND, Tamworth Find.
* BVRNIL ON LVN
† " " " variety, no annulet in centre of cross on the reverse.
Illustrated, vol. ii, Plate IV, Fig. 72, and Plate XXV, Fig. 5.
* BVRNIE ON LVND
* BHRNINE ON LVND, H. Alexander Parsons.
* BVENT ON LVN, Christmas, Lot 210.
* BNT ON LVNDN, Miss Helen Farquhar.
* BVT ON LVNDN, Tamworth Find, 4.
  " " " LVNDND, W. C. Wells.
  " " " LVNDNE, Tamworth Find.
  " " " LVNDE, W. S. Lincoln and Son.
* EDRNL ON LVND, W. S. Lincoln and Son.
* " " " LVNDI, others, Trinity College, Cambridge; and the late Sir John Evans.
  " " " LVNDNE
* EDPINE ON LVN
* " " " LVND
  " " " LVNDE, Tamworth Find, 2; and the late Sir John Evans.
  " " " LVNDNE
* EDPINEI ON LVND
* EDPNI ON LVNDE, Tamworth Find.
  " " " LVNDNE, Tamworth Find, 3; Allen, Lot 319.
* GODPINE ON LV, Tamworth Find.
† * " " " LVND, Tamworth Find, 3, †Plate XXV, Fig. 6.
  " " " LVNDI
* LIFSEI ON LVND, W. S. Lincoln and Son.
* LIFSI ON LVNDE, Tamworth Find.
† " " " LVNDN, Tamworth Find; W. S. Lincoln and Son.
* LIFSIE ON LVNDI, Tamworth Find.
* LIFPINE ON LVND, Montagu, Part 5, Lot 85. Misreading of * EDPINE ON LVNDE
* PVLC8ER ON LV[N], W. S. Lincoln and Son.
* PVLCAR ON LVND, Tamworth Find, Plate XXV, Fig. 7.
* PVLFPORD ON LVNE
A Numismatic History of William I. and II.

Type 3 (4):—

† *IELPINE ON LOI*, formerly attributed to Gloucester, Plate XXV, Fig. 8.
  * ALFPINE ON LVD
  † *IEGTPORD ON LVN*, Plate XXV, Fig. 9.
  * *BRVNIE ON LV*
    " " " "LVN, Bury St. Edmund's Museum.
    " " " "ONV, the late Sir John Evans.
  * *ODGAR ON - - NDI*
  * SMIEPINE ON LVN, the late Sir John Evans.
  * *DIDRIE ON LVN*
    " " " "LVNI, from Montagu, Lot 257, Plate XXV, Fig. 10.
  * PALLIN ON LVI, and W. S. Lincoln and Son.
  * PVLFORD ON LV, L. A. Lawrence sale, Lot 83.

Type 4 (3):—

* IEGTPORD ON LVN, L. A. Lawrence sale, Lot 82.
* *IELGAR ON LVN*
* IELPINE ON LV, Royal collection, Stockholm.
† " " " "LVN. Illustrated, vol. ii, p. 178, Fig. 5, and Plate XXV, Fig. 11.
  * ALDPINE ON LVN, Allen, Lot 358.
  † *ALGAR ON LVN*, in lead. Plate XXV, Fig. 12.
  * " " " "LVNDN
  " " " "LVNDNE, the late Sir John Evans.
  * BRRHNMIER ON LVN, Spicer MS.
  * *BRVNIIE ON LV*
  " " " "LVN
  " " " "LVND, W. S. Lincoln and Son.
  * BRVNIIE ON LVN, Trinity College, Cambridge.
  † *BRVNIIE ON LVN*, Plate XXV, Fig. 13.
  * *BVT ON LVNEN*
  * EDPI ON LVNDI, W. S. Lincoln and Son; Allen, Lot 359.
    " " " "LVNDN, Bergne, Lot 319; Allen, Lot 358.
    " " " "LVNDN, Royal collection, Copenhagen.
  * " " " "LVNE
  * *GODPINE ON LV*, Plate XXV, Fig. 14.
  * *ORDGAR ON LVN*, others, Trinity College, Cambridge; W. S. Lincoln and Son; the late J. Verity.
The London Mint.

* DVRIE ON LVND, William Ransom, from Shillington Find.
† * PVLNOD ON LVI, also F. A. Walters, †Plate XXV, Fig. 15.
* " " " ON VI
* PVLFPI ON VN (VN ligulated), the late Sir John Evans.
* PVLFPORD ON LV, Montagu, Lot 268; W. C. Wells.
* " " " ON VI, Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morrieson.

Type 5:

* * IELFPINE ON LVN
* IELPINE ON LVNDEI, Spicer MS.
* ADELBOLD ON LND, Montagu, Lot 262.
* ESTMIE[R ON] LVNDEI, F. A. Walters.
* ESTMIER ON LVI, Murdoch, Lot 206.
* ORDGAR ON LVND
* * ORDGAEIR ON VI
* * SMIEPINE ON LVN, Durrant, Lot 172.
† * PVLFI ON LVNDI, Plate XXV, Fig. 16.
SILVER PENNY OF LLywELYN, SON OF CADWGAN, OF THE TYPE OF THE SECOND ISSUE OF WILLIAM RUFUS; STRUCK AT RHYD-Y-GORS. ENLARGED TO FOUR DIAMETERS.